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Introduction to G4A
• As of 2018, 55% of Sub-Saharan Africa’s population - close to 600 million people - live without electricity access. Yet, the level of
funding currently provided to the off-grid energy access sector in SSA until now pales in comparison to the huge funding needed to
bridge the gap.

The
Challenge

G4A’s
Solution

• In addition, currency volatility presents a challenge for off-grid companies with a mismatch of liabilities in hard currency and
revenues and assets in local currency, thereby making hedging a necessary cost. The passing on of these hedging costs to consumers
marginally increases the cost of energy access, making off-grid solar uncompetitive. While local financial institutions represent a
huge source of local currency funding well suited to meet the needs of the cadre of off-grid enterprises active in SSA, local currency
lending is not scaling up quickly enough due to local FIs’ perception of significant credit risks. This is particularly true for expansion of
off-grid finance outside of asset-based lending for PAYG portfolios in East Africa.
• Furthermore, the current level of on-balance sheet financing in the off-grid sector in SSA is unsustainable. Moreover, locally-owned
clean energy access companies in SSA, which are well positioned to serve last-mile customers, have been far less successful in
accessing external capital than internationally-owned companies, inhibiting their ability to grow. A survey of 56 African-owned
companies conducted by GreenMax and E4I in 2020 revealed an actionable deal pipeline of $269 million. However, 68% and 63% of
the companies surveyed identified local FIs’ high collateral requirements and lack of understanding of the off-grid sector as key
barriers to financing. Unlocking local currency lending from local FIs will be crucial to meet the urgent needs of these companies.

• While local FIs in SSA are increasingly showing interest in the off-grid sector, these FIs currently require credit support and technical
assistance. 16 local FIs in SSA interviewed by GreenMax and E4I in 2020 indicated a total projected lending volume of $624 million
over the next 5 years. The FIs also suggested that a first loss cash reserve will lead to 53% increase in lending as well as 42%
reduction in collateral requirements on average and to some extent increase the tenor of loans
• In order to address these needs, the Green 4 Access “G4A” Platform is establishing a common, blended finance platform for first loss
facilities to support off-balance sheet energy access lending in SSA. Through methodical, industry-wide data collection and analysis,
the partnership is designing and offering first loss products coupled with technical assistance that will help local lenders to perceive
off-grid lending as sufficiently de-risked, while also aiming to allow the fund’s investors to achieve commensurate returns that make
the products sustainable. G4A is planned to be initially capitalized at up to $50M with first close targeted for Q3 2021.
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Overview of the
Green 4 Access
Facility
• Geographical Focus: The G4A First Loss Facility
will focus on 15 key selected countries in SSA,
which altogether have a total of 317 million
people without access to electricity.1 G4A
intends to rollout initially in only 7-10 of these
countries during its first year of operation.
These will include: Nigeria, Ghana, Kenya,
Tanzania, Uganda and Malawi, as G4A already
has well established partnerships with FIs in
those markets.
• Focus Market Sub-Segments: Solar Home
Systems – all tiers, Mini-Grids, Agricultural
Productive Use and Solar for Healthcare. The
focus of G4A will be on encouraging FI partners
to start and/or scale up lending to these
sectors, expand to new geographies and offer
better terms without increasing portfolio risk

• Development Timeline: G4A is still under
development and expects to be ready to
commit funds to Cash Deposit Facilities during
Q1 2022. Several pilot transactions are
currently being arranged for Q3 2021.
• In future, G4A intends to offer two additional
first loss products: Subordinated debt to
Specialized Off-Grid Debt Funds and Mezzanine
Debt for PAYG SPVs.
1.

G4A First Loss Cash Deposit Facility for FIs
G4A will be primarily focused on providing Cash
Deposit Funds (CDFs) to qualified lenders including
Financial Institutions (FIs) and Micro Finance
Institutions (MFIs) to provide credit support in favor of
the lenders’ origination of a portfolio of energy access
loans. G4A will provide a maximum cover of 20% on
portfolio loans, while an overall average cover of 10% is
anticipated. The exact % of coverage will be negotiated
with each partner FIs.

Purpose
First loss protection for up to 20% of losses in
a portfolio of loans to the energy access
sector. G4A assumes the obligation to bear
the repayment of 100% of the first 5 - 20% of
losses in the loan portfolio.

Risk Mitigation
First loss protection for up to 20% of losses in
a portfolio of loans to the energy access
sector. G4A assumes the obligation to bear
the repayment of 100% of the first 5 - 20% of
losses in the loan portfolio.

Cash Deposit
G4A will deposit up to 20% of the projected
loan portfolio in a specialised account (“Cash
Deposit Fund” or “CDF”) domiciled at the
partner FI that will be available to draw on to
cover portfolio losses up to the amount in the
CDF.

The 15 target countries are: Mauritania, Senegal, Mali, Burkina Faso, Ghana, Togo, Benin, Nigeria, Niger, Uganda, Kenya, Rwanda, Tanzania, Malawi and DRC

• Loan Structures: G4A will provide first loss cover to FIs
that will create new loan portfolios under the following
structures: end-user financing (70%) and assetbacked/project financing for mini-grids (30%).
• Fees: The CDF fee structure includes the following:
Annual Facility Fee (1-2%), Interest Income on
Uncommitted Funds (3% p.a.), CDF Interest Income (3%
p.a.), Interest on Draw-downs (1% per mo. for 6 months
on LCY basis), Payout Fee (10%), Income on arrears
repaid at maturity (0.5% per mo. LCY or 5% fee)
• Portfolio Performance and Loan Recovery: Based on
data from the Global Distributors Collective, GreenMax
research and other sources, it is assumed that 8-10% of
G4A-supported loan portfolios will go into default.
However, it is expected that defaulting borrowers will
have paid off about 25-30% of their principal prior to
default. Overall, the post-recovery net loss on G4A’s
direct consumer loan portfolio and corporate/assetbacked/project finance portfolio is projected to be 0.56%
and 4.13% respectively per loan cycle.
• Risk Management: To properly manage risks, G4A has
developed a risk management plan covering the
following areas: Selection of Partner Banks, On-boarding
of Solar Companies, Customer on-boarding by Partner
FIs, Loan Origination, Loan Monitoring. To mitigate FX
risk, the G4A cash deposit will be maintained in FCY in
the CDF with the partner banks as much as possible and
converted to LCY only when a draw-down or payout is
required. In addition, G4A has also developed a product
quality control plan to mitigate technology risk.
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G4A Development Timeline
G4A expects to launch activities during second half of 2021 and be fully operational by the first half of 2022

Q3 2019

Q4 2019 to
Q3 2020

Q4 2020 to
Q2 2021

Q3 2021 to
Q4 2021

Q1 2022

P4G Seed Funding

Feasibility Study

Interim Financial Close

Full Financial Close

Facility Design

Launch full fundraising
effort

Permanent team in place

Launch Full Operations

Develop Financial Model

Establish Legal Entity

Pilot Portfolios Established

Full Business Plan

Recruit permanent team

Organize Pilot Transactions
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The Off-Grid Sector Needs
Direct Consumer Lending
•

The 2019 debt capital volumes to the off-grid sector contracted by 27%.
This was in line with the tapering of sector investments over the past 4
years, excluding the 2020 figures.¹

•

The equity capital inflows to some of the largest off-grid solar companies
has facilitated the current phase of on-balance sheet financing by
companies to their customers

•

Given the continued growth in the sector, it would not be sustainable to
keep growing company balance sheets to meet the sector demands

•

With limit to how much the companies can grow their balance sheets to
meet the demands, there is a need to transition to off-balance sheet
financing solutions

•

This is doubly true for African-owned off-grid enterprises which mostly
have not managed to secure equity investment to date

•

Efforts to introduce more off-balance sheet financing through SPVs has
gone slower than hoped due to the complexity of those arrangements,
lenders' aggressive requirements for sponsor equity into the SPV
and high transaction costs. Moreover, the SPV model is not accessible to
smaller, undercapitalized and African-owned off grid enterprises

•

Investment Commitment Trends
in the SSA Off-Grid Sector

Trend of Reducing Balance Sheet Financing vs.
Trend Needed for Off-Balance Sheet Financing

Balance Sheet Financing
Off-Balance Sheet Financing

To address this, G4A is focused on stimulating direct consumer financing
by local lenders to provide a much-needed source of off-balance sheet
financing to these companies, especially to the African-owned
enterprises having difficulty accessing financing.
This chart highlights the trend of reducing capital inflows for balance sheet growth and
the trend needed for off-balance sheet financing to sustain growth in the sector.

1.

GOGLA Off-Grid Solar Investment Trends, 2020
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Direct Lending
Reduces FX Risk
•

•

•

Currency volatility presents a challenge for off-grid
companies that bear their liabilities in hard currency (e.g.
USD or EUR) while their revenues and assets are in local
currency
For most markets in the region, the expected annual
depreciation (see figure alongside) could range from 0 to
30%, making hedging a necessary cost.1
Most solar companies (e.g. PAYG, Mini-grids) pass on the
cost of hedging to the consumers. By continually pricing
the cost of hedging to the cost of solar equipment, the
cost of energy access is marginally increased making solar
uncompetitive.

•

The G4A model of direct lending where banks provide the
financing will eliminate the need for additional charges
associated with hard-currency-denominated loans to
companies.

•

To continually add these FX risks to the cost of equipment
is a disservice to the industry and G4A will enable
increased B2B and B2C transactions to the benefit of the
consumers. This makes clean energy competitive.

1.

Currency Depreciation in Key
SSA Countries

March-20

Last 12-month
Change (%)

YTD Change (%)

Tanzania Shillings

2308

0.3%

(0.6%)

Kenya Shillings

105.1

(4.2%)

(3.6%)

Mauritius Rupees

39.1

(10.7%)

(7. 4%)

Nigerian Naira

360

0.3%

(15%)

Botswana Pula

12

(9. 7%)

(12.2%)

S.A Rand

17.8

(18. 7%)

(21.5%)

Zambian Kwacha

18.1

(32.8%)

(22.3%)

Ghanaian Cedi

5.7

(5.3%)

0%

Currency

Structure of Interest Rates on Debt

https://cytonnreport.com/topicals/sub-saharan-africa-regional-2
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•

G4A will be primarily focused on
providing Cash Deposit Funds (CDFs)
to qualified lenders including
Financial Institutions (FIs) and Micro
Finance Institutions (MFIs) to provide
credit support in favor of the lenders’
origination of a portfolio of energy
access loans.

•

G4A will provide a maximum cover of
20% on portfolio loans, while an
overall average cover of 10% is
anticipated. The exact % of coverage
will be negotiated with each partner
FIs.

•

•

G4A will also provide support to
partner FIs in “shopping” for off-grid
enterprises with quality deal pipelines
and facilitating partnerships.
In future, G4A intends to offer two
additional first loss products:
Mezzanine or subordinated debt to
Specialized Off-Grid Debt Funds and
Mezzanine Debt for PAYG Special
Purpose Vehicles. It is not envisioned
that these products will be introduced
before year 3 of operation.

What is the G4A First
Loss Cash Deposit Fund Product?

Purpose

Risk Mitigation

Cash Deposit

Provide stronger than
usual credit enhancement
and Technical Assistance
to Financial Institutions
and
Micro
Finance
Institutions to encourage
increased local currency
lending to energy access
enterprises and their
customers.

First loss protection for
up to 20% of losses in a
portfolio of loans to the
energy access sector.
G4A
assumes
the
obligation to bear the
repayment of 100% of
the first 5 - 20% of losses
in the loan portfolio.

G4A will deposit up to
20% of the projected
loan portfolio in a
specialised
account
(“Cash Deposit Fund” or
“CDF”) domiciled at the
partner FI that will be
available to draw on to
cover portfolio losses up
to the amount in the CDF.
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How Does the CDF Cover Losses?
EXAMPLE (For Illustration Only)
• A $10M loan portfolio with 5 loans of $2M each
• Maximum 20% first loss coverage; Cash Deposit Fund = $2M
• $2.5M total losses in the loan portfolio

The Cash Deposit Fund will cover 100% of
all losses up to the $2M liability limit

$2.5M Total Losses
Loan 1 - $2M defaults $1M

$10M
Portfolio of
Energy Access
Loans

$1M payout = 100% of loss

Loan 2 - $2M defaults $500K

$500k payout = 100% of loss

Loan 3 - $2M defaults $250K

$250k payout = 100% of loss

Loan 4 - $2M defaults $500K

$250k payout = only 50% of loss

$2M Cash
Deposit
Fund

Liability limit exceeded at 50% of losses in Loan 4

Loan 5 - $2M defaults $250K

$0 payout
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First Loss Cash Deposit Fund vs. Pari Passu Guarantees
G4A Cash Reserve

Third Party Guarantee

Covers up to 20% of first loss in a loan portfolio
(i.e. 100% of the first 20% of losses)

Guarantor and Bank share all losses equally

Physical cash deposit which sits at the Bank and
can be used for provisioning

Contractual obligation subject to a guarantee call
and cannot be used for provisioning

Cash Reserve account under control of the Bank;
draw-downs pursuant to adhering to loan
administration and collection protocols

Guarantee calls must be approved and processed
by third party

Can be used to reduce owner’s equity

Cannot be used to cover owner’s equity

Draw-downs to cover up to 6 months of arrears,
prior to calling loans into default

Loan must be called into default to take
advantage of coverage

Draw-downs for arrears and payouts on defaults
can be made on local currency

Some guarantors provide cover only in hard
currency
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G4A Supported Loan Structures
Consumer Loans
G4A will provide First-loss cover to FIs that will
create new portfolios dedicated to direct
consumer loans including:
• Direct loans to customers buying SHS or APU
• PAYGO or Lease-to-Own (LTO) contracts :
Support Developers to roll out PAYGO or LTO
contracts with the banks providing the
funding
• Servicing Asset-Backed
Agreements Financing
with PAYGO/LTO
companies: Support banks to fund executed
PAYGO or LTO agreements

Project
Finance
Corporate
Loans
• Support banks to grant facilities to Developers
or operators of Mini grids with full claim to
shareholders assets or limited claim on assets
financed.
• Encourage banks to lend using the Power
Purchase Agreement, tariffs structure, IPP
service agreement or LTO as the underlying
security with the support of the G4A Cash
deposit as opposed to looking for extra
collaterals.
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How the CDF Supports Direct Lending to Customers

PAYG
Company
Arrange
Transaction with
PAYG Co.

Bank pays the PAYG Co. for
installations from loan
proceeds
•
•
•
•
•

Originates PAYG contract with consumer
Completes installation
Provides system warranty
Monitoring, O&M Services
Repossession, redeploy system in event of
customer default

Bank’s Portfolio
of Loans to
Consumers for
SHS under PAYG
contracts
Funds the
CDF

CDF

• May replace owners’ equity normally
required by the bank
• Cover up to 6 months of arrears on each
portfolio loan before it is called in default up
to the CDF limit of liability
• Covering 100% of principal on each portfolio
loan up to the CDF limit of liability

• Manages Portfolio
• Loan Underwriting
+ Administration

• G4A provides TA to bank to set up and
manage loan program
• Negotiate loan portfolio details + Sign
CDA
• Bank pays CDF fees to G4A
• Bank fulfills reporting requirements
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How G4A Supports Lending
to Mini-Grid Portfolios

Developer/
Operator

G4A will support lending to mini-grids following the project finance
approach as described below:1
•

Mini-grid developers seeking funding from G4A-backed FIs will be
required to aggregate their mini-grids into portfolios. The portfolio
of mini-grid assets will be ring-fenced by transferring them from the
developer’s balance sheet to a company created specifically to hold
the assets – an Asset Company (the AssetCo).

•

The AssetCo will enter into agreements with the
Developer/Operator to build and operate/maintain the mini-grids.
All contracts, permits, and equipment associated with the mini-grids
and the customer revenues will be owned by the AssetCo.

•

The agreements will be designed such that project risks and costs
are allocated in a way that incentivizes the developers to develop
sites and acquire customers that perform well over the long-term
and to systematically drive increases in consumption and revenue by
customers with demand stimulation activities.

•

The local FI will then provide 7–10-year loans to the AssetCo for the
construction of the mini-grids. The FI will also manage the
administered loans.

•

G4A will provide the necessary technical assistance and the needed
first-loss coverage to the FIs on the loans made to the AssetCo. G4A
will not underwrite individual one-off mini-grids.

Develop,
build and
operate
mini-grids

Purchase
& Sale
Agreement
And Operating
Services
Agreement

Provides
CDF & TA
to bank

Bank pays
CDF fees
to G4A

Provides
7-10-year
debt to
cover the
balance of
CAPEX

Asset Co.

Owns portfolio
100%

Covers
20-30%
of CAPEX

Equity

1. Based on the financing model developed by CrossBoundary Energy Access. See https://www.crossboundary.com/energy-access/open-source/
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How Does the CDF Cover Loan Arrears Prior to Default?
Why Cover Arrears?

G4A’s Solution
• G4A believes that the lower income
populations and SMEs which
comprise the majority of off grid
consumers are inherently good
payers
• Such consumers generally do not take
on financial obligations beyond their
means

BUT
• These borrowers are subject to very
high risk of catastrophic events (e.g.
adverse weather) that may impact
their incomes and ability to pay.
• Providing a cushion for them to get
back on their feet and bring loans in
arrears back into performance makes
good business sense

Cash Deposit Fund
• After any individual borrower is 30 days late
• Bank has followed collection procedures in the CDA
• Loan is still in arrears + Bank believes it is due to temporary
circumstances
• Bank may draw down from the CDF to cover up to 6 months of
non payment by the borrower
• After 6 months of arrears without cure the loan should be called
into default
• Loans brought back into performance should either have
borrowers repay the 6 months arrears to refund the CDF or the
loan may be restructured for additional 6 months
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G4A Loan
Recovery Process
• Where a loan has been delinquent for a maximum of 6 months or 6 instalments (or for
lower numbers based on the portfolio health report of the FI and reviewed and accented
to by the TA program), such loan will be called into default.
• The G4A loan recovery process will vary based on the lending structure utilized. Where
the bank lends directly to the consumers for SHS or for agricultural productive use
systems, recovery will be as follows:
• The bank will issue a Notice of Default to the PAYG company;
• The PAYG company will repossess the assets within 45 days of default;
• The repossessed equipment is refurbished and resold by the PAYG company. It is
estimated that the refurbished items will be resold at about 65% of the original sales
price. This assumption is based on data obtained from a G4A PAYG partner which
successfully refurbished and resold all systems repossessed from its defaulting
customers (average default rate of 7%) at up to 80% of the initial cost.
• If the resale proceeds do not fully cover the outstanding principal, the 1% retainage
(of the overall loan portfolio value) withheld by the bank from the PAYG company at
inception will be drawn upon
• For corporate loans, assets of the company, including the financed goods will be
repossessed by the bank to defray the outstanding sum. For asset-backed financing, the
financed assets will be repossessed and resold by the bank. Where the default is on a
mini-grid, if possible the energy being generated by the system may be sold to a grid
company, otherwise, the assets will be decoupled and can be redeployed to standalone
solar customers.
• Sums recovered will be applied in the following order: Legal costs of recovery; Bank’s lost
principal (if any); Repayment of payouts from the CDF
• Based on this framework and a conservative assumption that only 50-75% of outstanding
default amounts will be recovered1, the post-recovery net loss on G4A’s end-user
financing portfolio and corporate/asset-backed/project finance portfolio is projected to
be 0.56% and 4.13% respectively per loan cycle.
1.

The assumed recovery of 50-75% of outstanding principal is much less than the possible amount of 80% of original loan value
suggested by actual data obtained from a G4A PAYG partner.

G4A Direct Consumer Loan Recovery Process

Defaulting
Customer
PAYG company
repossess assets

PAYG
Company
Outstanding
payments
from sale
proceeds

Bank
sends
Notice of
Default

Solar company
sells refurbished
assets

Refurbished
Asset Buyer

Buyer pays for
refurbished
assets

CDF
Recovered sums repaid into
the CDF after deducting:
• Legal costs of recovery
• Bank’s lost principal (if
any)
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Protocol for Payment
in Local Currencies
•

Where FX rules
allow unrestricted
importation and
repatriation1

In order to mitigate FX risk, the G4A cash deposit will be maintained in
USD in the CDF with the partner banks as much as possible and
converted to LCY only when a draw-down or payout is required. The
conversion of funds at the point of arrears/default reduces the FX risk to
a shorter window compared to if the funds were converted from the first
day.

•

In collaboration with hedging instrument providers, currency volatilities
across the different target G4A countries have been identified and
analyzed. The UEMOA countries using the XOF currency which is pegged
to the Euro have relatively stable exchange rate and will not require
hedging while countries such as DRC, Nigeria, Ghana, Malawi and
Rwanda have high FX volatilities and may require hedging.

•

Given that the expected level of defaults will only be a fraction of the
CDF first loss coverage, it is planned that only about 20% of the G4A
funds will be hedged against FX volatilities via currency futures or
forward contracts from MFX/TCX. The weighted portfolio at risk will be
covered within the 20% of funds hedged.

•

On the other hand, discussions with potential G4A partner banks
revealed that due to private sector FX shortages, there is a high appetite
for USD among local FIs in SSA (particularly in Nigeria and Ghana). As a
result, the banks are willing to offer higher interest rates on USD deposits
than the rates obtainable in the US and Europe in order to have sufficient
funds to finance their customers‘ trade imports. Based on this, it is
projected that G4A will earn between 3 to 5% per annum interest
income on the USD CDF deposits. This provides additional source of
revenue for the Fund.

1. Determine the current exchange rate of the
local currency to USD
2. Calculate the volume of USD required to meet
the local funding % of guarantee cover
3. Place equivalent USD in fixed deposit as a USD
deposit
4. Determine the local currency exchange rate at
the point of default
5. Use the conversion rate at the date of
honouring default to make the due payment
6. Outstanding sum in the CDF account will be in
USD
7. Sum recovered in local currency will be
converted to USD.

1.

FX rules in the 15 G4A target countries do not require conversion of USD to LCY
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CDF Fee

1
Structure

• Annual facility fee in the range 1-2% charged on the
full amount of the CDF payable in advance
• The CDF will be placed in an interest yielding USD
account with an expected avg. annual yield of 3%
• Interest income on uncommitted CDF funds
expected at 3-5% per annum on USD basis
• Interest on draw-downs for arrears 2: 1% per mo.
charged monthly on LCY basis on outstanding
arrears for draw-downs repaid within 6 months
• Payout fee3: One time fee of 10% (TBD) charged
only on payouts on LCY basis once a loan has been
called into default
• Revenue on arrears repaid at maturity4: 50% of the
interest charged on regular draw-downs is charged
on the arrears till repayment or 50% of payout fee
1.
2.
3.
4.

The Fee Structure may be much lower for the pilot portfolios based on the amount of grant funding that is secured for each pilot
Draw-downs refer to funds withdrawn from the CDF to cover arrears of up to 6 months
Payouts refer to funds paid out of the CDF to the bank to satisfy guarantee calls
Refers to draw-downs that are repaid into the CDF at the maturity of a restructured loan due to the inability of the borrower to pay back arrears within the initial 6 months
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What is Covered in the
Cash Deposit Agreement?
The CDA will at minimum address the following:
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Creation and Funding of the Cash Deposit Fund by G4A
Term of availability of the CDF
Types of Loans for which Sectors to be included in the portfolio
Size of the portfolio and procedures for loan origination
Size of the CDF based on percentage of first loss cover for the
portfolio
Underwriting guidelines and loan administration procedures
Procedures for draw-downs from the CDF to cover arrears
Collections protocol in event of arrears
Conditions for calling a loan in default
Procedures for a payout in event of default
Currency Exchange
Fees payable to G4A
Interest earned on the CDF
Claw Back of the CDF if the loan portfolio is not realized
Responsibilities of each of the parties
Conditions for opening subsequent portfolios and negotiating
new terms
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Process for Establishing a CDF
1

2

3

4

5

EOI

MOU

Plan

Terms

Review

Bank indicates
interest to open an
energy access loan
portfolio backed by
G4A

MOU signed
between Bank and
G4A covering set-up
period,
responsibilities of the
parties,
confidentiality etc.

G4A + the FI develop
together a business
plan, pipeline and
loan product details.
In many cases, G4A
will bring the off grid
company partners

G4A and Bank
negotiates and sign
term sheet incl.
pricing, % of first loss
cover, portfolio size
and composition

G4A reviews Bank’s
credit policy and risk
management system;
due diligence. G4A
may suggest
enhancements

Program Launch

7

6
Tailored TA Plan to meet Bank
needs in rolling out the
portfolio

G4A and Bank sign Cash
Deposit Agreement (“CDA”) +
TA Agreement
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Pilot CDF Portfolios
•

•

•

•

Due to the lengthy amount of time it takes to reach first financial
close for a fund entity such as G4A , in order to serve the existing
pipeline of deals identified during the market assessment,
GreenMax, acting as the fund manager for G4A, is establishing
pilot CDFs with four FIs and one MFI. Each pilot is being organized
as a standalone CDF and an individual investment opportunity,
which will be rolled up into G4A at the first close of the G4A Fund.
With Sterling Bank and First City Monument Bank in Nigeria, Equity
Bank in Tanzania and Uganda and CUMO MFI in Malawi, G4A will
organize pilot portfolios based on a model where the banks lend
directly to consumers on PAYG solar contracts originated by ZOLA
Electric, Simusolar and Koolboks. The pilot portfolios with Sterling
Bank Nigeria and Equity Bank Tanzania will be between $5-10M in
USD equivalent value, with at least 25% of each portfolio dedicated
to financing solar installations for health centers in response to the
current global crisis.
For Koolboks, the facility will provide loans to enable the purchase
of solar-powered refrigerators for households and SMEs across the
country. This portfolio is targeted at up to EUR 3M over 4 years.
The Ugandan pilot will be implemented with Simusolar and Equity
Bank Uganda, at a portfolio size of $2.5M. All loans will be made to
consumers in local currency. The pilot in Malawi is with CUMO MFI
and Vitalite as the PAYG provider, for a $1.5M portfolio focused
entirely on solar water pumps for farm irrigation.
Interested FIs and solar developers may contact G4A to establish
additional pilot portfolios

Nigeria
Pilot (1)

Nigeria
Pilot (2)

Tanzania
Pilot

Uganda
Pilot

Malawi
Pilot

$5 M USD
Equivalent

$3M USD
Equivalent

$5 M USD
Equivalent

$2.5 M USD
Equivalent

$1.75 M USD
Equivalent

CDF
Size:

$1M ($300k
grants, $700k
debt)

$600k ($300k
grants, $300k
debt)

$1M ($300k
grants, $700k
debt)

$500k ($250k
grants, $250k
debt)

$350k ($175k
grants, $175k
debt)

Portfolio
Composition:

75% SHS for
Households
and SMEs;
25% SHS for
private health
clinics

100%
Household
and SME cold
storage units

75% SHS for
Households
and SMEs;
25% SHS for
private health
clinics

100% Solar
water pumps;
Installed at
smallholder
farms

100% Solar
water pumps;
Installed at
smallholder
farms

Installations:

12,500 SHS
for HHs; 3,750
SHS for SMEs;
4,000 SHS for
clinics

6,000 solar
refrigerators

12,500 SHS
for HHs; 3,750
SHS for SMEs;
4,000 SHS for
clinics

6,250 solar
water pumps

4,375 solar
water pumps

Country:

Banking
Partner:
PAYGO
Partner:
Portfolio
Size:
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The Fund Manager:
GreenMax Capital Group

•

•

GreenMax Capital Advisors (“GreenMax”) is part of the GreenMax Capital Group, a
group of international clean energy investment advisory and management consulting
firms established in 1994. GreenMax supports project developers, investors, financial
institutions, donors and governments in the analysis, preparation and implementation of
a broad range of clean energy investments, policies and regulations. GreenMax has
assisted many of the most recognized private investors to establish and execute their
sustainable energy investment strategies, including market assessments, strategic
planning and mergers/acquisitions. Our recent assignments include completing the
market assessment for the Regional Electrification Program (ROGEP) being launched by
the World Bank and ECREEE in 19 countries of West Africa. Much of the impetus for the
G4A comes from intelligence gained through this work. GreenMax presently has
operational offices throughout Africa: in Lagos, Kigali, Nairobi, and Lusaka.
GreenMax has also supported regional commercial lenders to develop and roll out new
lending products targeting renewable energy and energy efficiency investments and has
helped many development financial institutions (“DFIs”) plan and launch markettransforming sustainable energy finance initiatives. GreenMax’s DFI clients include the
World Bank, IFC, IADB, EBRD, EIB, UNDP, USTDA, US OPIC, AfDB, and USAID.

Experience with
First Loss Facilities
•

During the 2000s, GreenMax was at the
forefront of developing risk mitigation
mechanisms and loan programs which
helped create a market for commercial
lending
for
energy
efficiency
improvements to blockhouse housing
cooperatives in Eastern Europe.
GreenMax designed and launched loan
guarantee programs for IFC and
managed a first loss facility established
with funding from the Dutch
International Guarantees on Housing
(DIGH) in Hungary and Romania.

•

With technical assistance provided by
GreenMax, some of the partner banks
on the loan guarantee program learned
enough about underwriting energy
efficiency loans to blockhouses that
they eventually required no credit
support at all to continue making loans.
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